Prestige Institute of Management and Research, Indore
Capability Enhancement and Development Schemes
1. Guidance for competitive examination- Prestige Institute of Management and
Research, Indore arranges sessions for students so that they can equip themselves for
competitive examinations. Institute has arranged classes for facing Civil Judge
examination, Special Placement process drives etc. Faculty members take sessions in
respective areas to enhance students’ skills.
STUDENTS ARE GUIDED FOR MBA ENTRANCE EXAMINATION

SESSION ORGENIZED FOR CIVIL JUDGE EXAMINATION

2. Career Counseling- Institute is very keen to guide students for their careers. Students
are sometimes in confusion about their career choices and faculty coordinators arrange
counseling sessions for students whosoever gives names for career counseling. Notice is
displayed by Coordinator for students’ career counseling.

SESSION ORGENIZED FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

SESSION ORGENIZED FOR POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS

3. Soft Skill Development- Soft skill development of students is extremely important in the
current scenario which helps students in getting good placements. In curriculum also

Institute has kept certain components which encourage students to sharpen their soft
skills.
4. Remedial Coaching- Students who join Institute come from diverse educational
backgrounds hence they lack in picking up subject contents. In line with this notice is
displayed for students and they register themselves for remedial coaching. Concerned
faculty takes classes to solve students’ doubts and helps them in gaining clarity about
subjects.

5. Language Lab- Institute has a language lab which is run by experienced faculty and it
improves students’ pronunciation, grammar etc with the help of software and students
come to know their short comings.

6. Yoga and Meditation- Students also face stress when they come from rural areas with
Hindi as a medium of instructions but they are suddenly exposed to English which would
be used as a medium of instruction. They are also expected to write exams in English.
They feel nervous because of the cultural shock also as many students come from small
places of the State. Institute has a Room of Silence where they can go for meditation
under guidance of faculty. Sessions are also arranged for students for meditation.

7. Personal Counseling- Institute has Counselors which give their services for solving
students’ personal problems with the help of Personal Counseling sessions. Notice is
displayed by Coordinator and students enroll themselves for personal counseling. When
students ‘problems are solved it helps them in concentrating on their studies and
career.

